Merchants Integrity Test – The Leading Candidate Selection Tool for the Assisted Living Industry

Learn how to increase your facilities safety and lower workers comp costs during an educational panel on integrity testing at the AZ ALFA Conference on May 14.

Phoenix, AZ (PRWEB) May 07, 2013 -- The Merchants Integrity Test (MIT) has helped assisted living providers across the U.S. maintain a safer work environment by screening out undesirable job candidates for over 30 years.

“The Merchants Integrity Test is a perfect fit for the assisted living industry. Merchants has helped our members in a number of ways including lowered workers compensation costs and reduced employee turnover. We encourage all of our members to contact Merchants to start saving today on their programs,” said Karen Barno, President & CEO Arizona Assisted Living Federation of America.

Through its proprietary screening algorithm, MIT, supported by four leading Industrial Organizational Psychologists, continues to play a part in reducing injuries and accidents for our clients. Most notably, the multi-award-winning safety program found at MIT client Silverado Sr. Living and implemented by this year’s Risk and Insurance Magazine PreVent Award winner Frank Russo, Vice President of Risk Management at Silverado.

“Our clients demand a high quality workforce, and the Merchants Integrity Test delivers just that. Employees with integrity are more reliable and cause less injuries and accidents, resulting in a safer workplace,” said Russ Johnson, President & CEO of Merchants.

Learn more about how integrity testing can benefit your organization during an educational-only panel discussion including Frank Russo Vice President of Risk Management, Silverado Sr. Living, Andrea Lisenbee Shareholder, Ryley Carlock and Applewhite, and James Collins VP of Sales & Marketing for Merchants at the Arizona ALFA Annual Conference and Expo Tuesday May 14 at 1:00pm.

About the Merchants Integrity Test:
Noted for reducing workers’ compensation loss rates by an average of 60% and reducing workplace hostility, theft and fraud while guaranteeing results, the powerful Merchants Integrity Test has saved employers millions of dollars each year by screening out high-risk job applicants who engage in counterproductive behaviors.

About Merchants information Solutions:
Merchants Information Solutions, the exclusive provider of the Merchants Pre-employment Integrity Test which is proven to reduce worker compensation rates an average of 60%, is a national leader in background screening for employers and residential communities as well as a leader in ID Theft Restoration Affinity programs. Honored to have as company national spokespersons Jerry Colangelo and Harvey Mackay, Merchants was founded nearly a century ago and is dedicated to delivering world-class identity theft and background screening solutions. Merchants is the only NATIONAL SINGLESOURCE PROVIDER of all recognized background screening tools and services for employers and multi-housing communities.
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